
OBJECTIVE, GOAL AND OUTCAME 

1. Course Outcame: 

1. Department of English taught English literature with history of English 

language and literature mainly dialects, word formation and borrorings 

in language. The ages from Elizabethan to Victorian in literature of 

degree I (Hons.) courses. And in paper II (Hons) students knew English 

long poetry, poets like chancier, Milton Donne, pope, Coleridge  and 

Arnold etc.  

2. Students read Shakespeare’s tragedy Ben Jonsons hum our in vulpine, 

congrere, Sheridan and then the bible, Charles dickens swift and 

Thomas Hardy. 

3. In Degree III Hons. The teachers of this dept. taught literary criticism, 

practical criticism, yeat Eliot show Lawrence, virgima woolf, 

Hemingway Indian writers in English (poetry, porose, fiction etc.) them 

students learnt American literature. Journalism with literary and general 

essays. 

4. In each paper students passed through online and offine clases seminars 

with special classes and notes. An individual written assessment was 

also there in classes.  

5. Here teachers presented classes according to syllabus and students gained 

their important lessons of their own sysllabus’ chapters. Students 

overcame on their problems and satisfied with their departmental 

teachers of English subject.  

2. Programme Specific: 

1. Our dept. presented programme wise classes for English hons. Students in 

each year of sessions.  

2. Earlier we gare students the general meanings of cangnage and literature 

of English. 



3. We fulfilled the learning motifs of English literature from the beginning 

of the 14th country to the modern age in each year of sessions.   

4. Students gathered the meaningful specific knowledge in each year of their 

three years of sessions. Every year students also passed their examination 

with very good marks and percentages.  

5. All our ie. The dept. of English presented the special programme based 

classes in each year, related to the syllabus. All students gained and 

gathered the merits of the subject. Seminars group discussions mode the 

students of light level of their quality. 

3. Programme Outcome: 

1. In overall discussion specially in class discussions. We allowed the 

different perspectives with different ways of understanding concepts. We 

made connections between concepts during class lectures and discussions 

to the assigned reading, pervious class meetings and experiences. We 

shared examples stories and reat life applications of concepts that make 

information easier to understand and remember the literature. Students 

gained clarity on courses, when we gave outlines the major assignments 

on course syllabus. We provided new information or clarification about 

upcoming assignments during classes typically in response to students 

questions.  

2. Our purpose was to get the most out of every class that is to learnt as 

much as possible during the academic time, since ‘the time is valuable.’ 

Our gim was of preparation, motivations and intention. We completed all 

of the reading or other assigned materials according to the syllabus. We 

reviewed the some of the notes to the subjects so that the students brain to 

develop the connections between the new concepts and those from the 

earlier classes. We produced the high level learning environment. 

3. We discussed questions that appear on the syllabus, course objectives and 

their own insights as to the central themes of our department. Our 



students correctly identified the most relevant information from class 

session, summarize prioritize the information, and delivered it confidently 

to their examinations. We helped students to develop presentation skills.  

4. We developed a curriculum for their course and it meets college and 

departmental standards. It is a great example of a learning task that 

students should be dong. We also focused no that through our literary 

point of view. We motivated students by good intentions. We made 

students, easier to know about syllabus, literary topics with more 

tutorials, a fortnight, supplemented by two or more classes in each week. 

We presented a number of lecture courses and general and departmental 

seminars in our English faculty to build the knowledge of our students.  

5. We plemed about the lessouns and assignments according to the syllabus. 

We assessed students progress by grading papers and tests too. Our 

English department teachers advised students to take classes and how to 

achieve their goals. We conducted research and experiments to advance 

knowledge for the welfare of students. We also worked with students who 

are studying for a degree or a certificate to improve their. Knowledge or 

career  skills.             


